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"Taking the stand" appears periodicatty in Washington Lawyer as a forum for D.C. Bar members
to address issues of importance to them and that would be of ¡nterest to others
The opinions expressed are the author's own.



Last year I was elecfed as one of six D.G. Bar delegates to the
Ämerican Bar Ässociation (ABÄ) House of Delegates after
prevrousiy losing twrce ,\ bit humiüating, but I had been warned
that votes for thls position often were reserved for luminaries
from the biggest frrms, and I was prepared to fold my tent
if I lost a thrd trme I do have my dignity

W li,ä:ïi.", illï:.' #ï : J':1
the ABAì I was interested in the ABA
because of my practice in the area of legal
ethics and professional responsibility, and
the ABAs role in drafting the Model
Rules of Professional Conduct-and
particularly the series of changes in the
works bythe ABA Commission on Ethics
20/20.The commission was launched in
2009 by former D.C. Bar president Caro-
lyn B. Lamm when she served as ABA
president. The mission was to assess what
revisions should be made to the Model
Rules in view ofchanges in the practice of
law resulting from advances in technology
and the increasing gTobalizatíon of legal
services. The last major review of the rules
was finalized ín 2002 upon completion of
the work of the Ethics 2000 Commission.

Having tangled often with the wording
of the ethics rules in my practice, and also

as an adjunct professor and a former mem-
ber of the D.C. Bar Legal trthics Commit-
tee, I thought I could make a contribution.
The ABA, of course, does numerous other
worthy things as well, but for me, the ethics
rules have been my main focus.

I had doubts about what the ABA
might really be like on the inside. Might
the ABA be just a big talk factory? Does it
actually do anythrng?

After one year, here is my report: I am
impressed and very pleasantly surprised at
the seriousness of the effort, the quality of
the work product, and the efficiency wìth
which the work of such a large group is

frnaltzed at both the ABA Annual Meeting
and Midyear Meeting. And, yes, I think I
have been able to make a small contribution.

Seeking a Simple Fix 
:

For years, one easìly fi-rable omission in ,

the Model Rules has struck me as silly ,

and dysfunctional, a pet peeve of sorts. :

While Rule 1.0 (terminology) provides ,

important and binding definitions of key :

words and phrases such as¡6rm, inþrmed I

consenl, screened, and tribuna/, there were :

no visual signals, such as by boldface :

type or italics, to notíly a reader when ,

such terms appear in the text of the,
rules. Various regulations and numerous 

'
contracts highlight such defined t.r^, ,

in some fashion to give notice, both that ,

a word or phrase carries some potential :

ambiguit¡ and that the ambiguity is :

resolved by a definition. .

With ethics rules, such definitions are l

particularly important because a lawyert
required or prohibited conduct in a par-
ticular situation can turn on the meanings
ascribed. One quick example: Under the
definition of tribunal, arbitration hear-
ings and adjudicative hearings before
administrative agencies are deemed to
be included, and so the rules regarding a

lawyer's treatment of evidence apply with
equal measure to such hearings as they do
to proceedings in court.

As an adjunct professor trying to
explain the rules to law students, I would
stop to note when defined terms were
used and suggest that they highlight those
words in their book.

Was this a huge problem? No. But it
would be so simple to fix. So, from my
perspective, here was a simple test: Would
a formal resolution, preceded by a com-
mittee review and approvals at multiple
levels, be required or could I cut through

all that and simply present the problem to
somebody who could f,x it?

D.C. Delegation:
Ä, PIan in the lVorks
A month or so before each ABA Annual
Meeting or Midyear Meeting, the D.C.
delegation meets with Marna S. Tucker, a
senior partner at Feldesman Tucker Leifer
& Fidell LLP, who, as our "state chair,"
ably heads our delegation to review issues

that are on the agenda.
Upon arrival, I was surprised to learn

that our delegation does not consist ofjust
the six of us who were elected by the D.C.
Bar, as well as the D.C. Bar president, but
it also includes D.C. representatives from
various ABA committees and othe¡ bar
groups and officials.

At these pre-session meetings, mem-
bers of the delegation provide a summary
of any resolutions they intend to support
or oppose, followed by a discussion to
explore whether or not a consensus can be

reached among the group on a position or
approach to take.

At my first meeting, I raised the idea
(not on the agenda of proposed ¡esolu-
tions) of fixing the problem regarding
defined terms. Marna suggested it might
be accomplished simply by speaking with
Jeanne Gra¡ directoi of the ABA Center
for Professional Responsibility. I won-
dered whether it could really be that easy.

ABA 2Ol2 Midyear Meeting
At the ABA Midyear Meeting in New
Orleans, new delegates attended an orien-
tation luncheon at which the procedures

for speaking during House of Delegates
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sessions are explained. Much emphasis is

placed on the use of the (apparently) famous

"salmon slips," whereb¡ to be recognized by

the chai¡ to spealq delegates first must frIl

out and submit salmon-colored sheets' iden-
ti$ring which resolution a delegate wishes to

speak on and whether he or she takes a pro

or con position. The sheets must be handed

to the ABA staff, who places them in the

appropriate folder provided to the ABA
House chair. The sponsors of resolutions

speak fust and can present closing state-

ments as well. Proponents of a resolution

are gSven 10 minutes to speak; most other

speakers are limited to five.

In view of the potential bedlam if a

less formal approach were used for meet-
ings of this size-nearly 500 lawyers-the
procedures make sense. Linda A. Klein of
Atlanta, serving as House chair, carried a

pitch-perfect balance between serious for-
mality and occasional humor.

What is most striking about a House
session is that the liont share of vetting,
drafting, and accommodating various
perspectives is substantially completed
in advance. Thus, by the time the formal
session begins, the issues have been nar-
rowed and the resulting floor debates

are focused on discreet issues for which
consensus among interested groups had
not been reached. Some resolutions are

placed on the consent calendar for a quick
voice vote. For the remaining resolutions,
the points of dispute are either narrowed
around a specific proposed amendment or
on a basic up-or-down question.
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i ment. The proposed amendment provided

Ethics 20/20 Commission i limits on the scope of permissible dis-

working group. Commission members I conflict screening. Indeed, internal firm

hurr" tu-k.n on a serìes of controversial : disclosures for such a purpose' which take



ethical mandates as clear and unambiguous i

as possible. Busy practitioners who take the ,

time and effort to consult a rule for Cuid-
aflce as to what to do, or to not do, ought ;

to be able to get an answer and not a riddle. :

I took up the commissiont offer to pro- i

pose new wording to this effect. Promptly I i

'h.ard from ProfessorAndrewM. Perlman at ,

Suffolk Universiry Law School, who is chief i

reporter for the commission (a more impor- ;

tant position than the tide might i-pþ). :

He and I exchanged a series of wonkish '

e-mails. Eventually, I was invited to present :

my thoughts at a commission meeting held ,

at WilmerHale LLP in Washingon, D.C.
Following that, I was contacted by George

Jones, and we exchanged a series offurther
wonkish e-mails and shared extended phone
calls regarding the best wording.

George later told me that the com-
mission agreed to use one of the phrases I
suggested, and it was included in the com-
mission's revised proposal.

AB A 2012 Ä,nnual Meeting
Among the resolutions on the substan-
tive agenda at the 2072 Annual Meeting
in Chicago were the commission's pro-
posed amendments to the Model Rules.
The only amendment that received seri-
ous opposition was the change to Rule
1.6. The opposition argument was that
client confidentiality r,ryas a core principle
ofthe profession, and that it should not be
eroded for the convenience oflawyers who
decide to change firms. The battle lines on
the policy issues were forming. This was
starting to be fun!

Having worked on the proposed rule
change and being strongly in support of
the need for it, I offered to assist the com-
mission in the floor debate on the rule. I
was included on the team thatwould speak
on the various rules, but I did not know
if I would be kept in reserve or whether I
would be sent into the game.

On the evening before the House of
Delegates session, I learned that others
would speak in presenting the resolutions
for the various rule changes, and my name
was among those held in reserve. It looked
like I was being benched.

e of Delegates debate
was a fluid one. In the afternoon word came
that a motion to amend the commission's
proposal on Rule 1.6 was submitted, which
would add a requirement that clients be
notified before any conflict screening infor-
madon could be disclosed to a firm. Often,
proposed amendments change the wording
so as to clarify a point of concern without

altering the basic thrust of the resolution. :

Such amendments serve to finalize a con- ,

sensus and to faciltate, rather than impede, i

the adoption of a resolution. But this pro- :

posed amendment, regardless ofhow it may ,

have been intended, was deemed incom- i

patible with the commission's purpose. The 
'

main concern was that by requiring prior ,

notice to clients, the proposed amendment :

would chill a lawyert abilty to begin dis- ,

cussions with one or more new firms fo¡ i

fear of creating premature controversies i

with their existing firm and the clients. I

With this development, I received an i

e-mail from the delightfully irreverent :

"floor manager," Barbara Mendel Mayden ,

of Nashville, Tennessee, noting that my :

"moments of repose are officially over" and ,

asking me and Roberta D. Liebenberg ,

of Philadelphia to speak in opposition ,

to this troublesome proposed amend- l

ment. Roberta and I quickly put our heads :

together on our talking points, and I vol- i

unteered to speak first. 
i

Even for io-.or,. who speaks in pub- :

lic fairly often, as I do, the podium at the :

House of Delegates can be a bit intimidat- i

ing.There are about500 delegates and other i

officials in the room, and the speaker's image :

is projected onto enormous floor-to-ceiling :

screens on each side of the front wall. The :

proceedings are recorded on C-SPAN-like :

television cameras. The nerve-racking part is i

waiting to be called to the podium. i

Once my name was announced and I i

approached the podium, my case of nerves i

disappeared and I was able to focus on the i

merits of the issue. My five minutes went :

by in a flash, but I felt I had compressed :

what needed to be said in simple but :

strong terms that left no doubt as to the :

counterproductive nature of the proposed ì

amendment, as I saw it, and the benefit 
'of the commission's proposal as written. :

Roberta also spoke in opposition, followed i

by my colleague in legal ethics and ABA :

treasurer, Lucian Pera of Memphis, Ten- i

nessee. No one spoke to rebut our points; i

on a quick voice vote, the motion to amend i

the commission proposal was defeated. A :

few minutes later, also by voice vote, the i

commission's proposed changes to Rule :

1.6 were approved. And with that, the rule :

now stands amended. I

It was with great pride that evening that i

I was invited to a celebration among the i

commission and its speakers as we shared a i

champagne toast and had ourpicture trken. ;

Problem Solved ',

the rules. He just happened to have a copy
of the newly published 2072 ediùo¡ of the
rules, and they included, at the end of the
comments for each rule, a list of the words
and phrases used in that rule, which were
defined, together with a reference to the
portion of Rule 1.0 in which each defini-
tion appeared. Garwin advised that in look-
ing at the format used by various states, this
was the method used inTennessee and they
thought itwas a good one. I heartily agreed.

Ball in States' Court
A second set of commission proposals are

scheduled to be heard at the ABA Mid-
year Meeting in February 2073 ín Dallas,
and I provided some input as to one of the
new proposals.

The ABA Model Rules, of course, do
not become binding in the District of
Columbia or arry state unless and until
they are adopted by those jurisdictions.
One exception is for various tribunals and
agencies whose rules incorporate by reler-
ence the Model Rules as binding.

Some jurisdictions, the District of
Columbia among them, have active processes

to considerABA amendments for adoption,
and some states literally are decades behind.
Indeed, in some states lawyers remain gov-
erned by the old ABA Model Code of Pro-
fessional Responsibility, which was replaced
in 1983 by the ABA Model Rules of Profes-
sional Conduct. There are even some states

that continue to use the far older Canons
of Professional Ethics, which was first pro-
mulgated in 1908 and was replaced with the
Model Code of Professional Responsibility
h 7969.In any event, over time, the ABA
has had enormous influence in fashioning
the ethical standards by which the profes-
sion is governed.

One Year to Go
I have one more year to go before my term
expires in August 2013 at the ABA Annual
Meeting in San Francisco. I am glad I took
the plunge and have been pleased to learn
that there are extremely capable and seri-
ous people who invest enormous time and
energy in keeping our profession up to date,

and who remain willing to take a hard look
at what needs changing.

D.C. Bar mernber,4rthur D. Burger seroes as

chair of the professional responsibility praxice

group atJackson €l Carnpbell, PC. in Wash-

ington, D.C. He is seraing a tlDo-Year term as

a delegate to the /lmerican BarAssociation.
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While in Chicago, I ran into the ABA's Att , xot.
Garwin and asked him what had become , r s* ¡¡R Commission on Ethics 20120 Web site at

of the project to higtrlight defined terms in , http;//bit.þgDHFwX


